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75c Booklet. Assiduous readers of the Bulletin would no doubt see, in the January 1976 issue,
the offer of a booklet from position 5 as det ailed in the 1970 Pictorial Booklet Plates study by
Jim Shaw and Colin Capill, which was published early in 1973 (see footnote).

This is one of the two positions (the other is no. 21) from which 4c pa nes are known in two
states, (a) flaw and (b) fla w retouched . In both cas es , the retouch ing was done during the
currency of the watermarked paper , so th at a ll lat er booklets fr om these pos it ions on
unwatermarked paper show the retouched st ate only.

In the N. Z. News letter of June 1974, I reported having seen a small number of booklets from
position no. 21 in which one of the 4c panes sh owed on RIll the flaw state , while the other had
the retouch - a highly unusual and fortuitous combination.

The point of gr eat est interest in the more recently discovered booklet is that it , too, shows the
same combination of flaw and retouch on the 4c panes. To the best of my knowledge this one
(from position 5, R2/1 being the variety stamp) has not been pr evious ly reported, and it is the
only example found to date.

It seems to me that for the same set of unus ual cir cumst ances to occur on two separate
occasions is st retching coincidence too far to be credible; the natural inference is that the
retouching to both impressions on the plate was done at th e same time, and that these booklets
(from both positions) emanate fr om the same batch of (unguillotined) sheets . That being so,
identical numbers of both must have been manufactured. Since five or six su ch booklets from
position 21 are known to me, it is likely that at least four or five further examples from
pos ition 5 were issued. It could well be , of course, th at these have been broken up.
Immediately this is done, their significance is lost, even if the individual panes remain intact.
Nevertheless it is well worth checking every booklet before committing it to "explosion" - a
most attractive variety may be the reward.

Incidental to the above, I might mention that the information value of the Bulletin (and this
applies equally to the N. Z. Newsletter) is by no means confined to the editorial notes. The
knowledge-thirsty will find it worthwhile to read both publications from cover to cover every
mo nth.

Footnote: Readers who have joined us since February 1973 are unlikely to have the ShawI
Capill Booklet Plates study referred to above. A few copies of this invaluable reference wor k
are available from us at 35p each, post free.



Colour Changelipgs. Experienced collectors will be aware that a number of the inks used in
N. Z. stamps have been susceptible to chemical changes (intentional or accidental) which had
the effect of radically altering their colours. I have recently seen two which were new to me.

1. 1898 London Print Pictorial 1d, with the centre (normally blue) in a
shade of deep brown, almost matching the colour of the frame. The
browns involved, however, were quite unlike any of those found in
normal copies.

2. 1940 Centennial 9d, with the centre (normally olive- gr ee n) in orange,
closely matching the normal frame colour.

No changeling, of course, has any special value (in fact I would go further and say no change
ling has any value at all, other than the knowledge that it exists), but they are interesting
nonetheless - these two, perhaps more than most, since the changes cha nced to give
bi-coloured stamps the superficial appearance of single col our copies.

CONGRATULATIONS .

. . . . . . . to Keith Bennett , of Gravesend, on his Winning the Melville Memorial Cup with an
entry of Second Sidefaces of New Zealand. This is a National compet it ion, s o Keith's was
no mean feat.

MARCH 11th 1976 - A DATE TO REMEMBER

The issue of "Stamp Collecting Weekly" to be published under that dat e is scheduled to be a
'New Zealand special' number , and should not be missed by a nyone with an interest in the
stamps or postal history of N. Z.

LITERATURE

All prices listed under this heading are inclusive of postage.

301 The C. P. Loose-leaf Cat alogue of New Zealand Stamps. Most Bulletin
subscribers already have a copy of "The Catalogue", of cour s e, but if
you are one of the few who don't, now is the time to remedy matters.
Its information value has always been, and r em ains, incalculable , but
with the prices of virtually ever y stamp fr om 1855 constantly changing
in latter years, keeping up to date is even more important than it used
to be . The Catalogue is housed in a new large- capacity binder, to
allow for expansion in the foreseeable future. Invest in a copy now.
Price ....... .......... .................. . ........• .........• £ 12. 85-

302 "The Postage Stamps of New Zealand", Volume 1. A copy in excellent
condition...... ................................................ . £110. 00

303 "The Postage Stamps of New Zealand", Volume 3.
N. Z. postal history enthusiast. Virtually as new

The 'bible' of the
£40. 00

304 N. Z. Bulletin. A run of eight complet e years ' issues (from Vol. 5
No. 1, August 1967 to Vol. 12, No. 12, July 1975). Seldom available. £8. 50

305 N. Z. Newsletter. A similar run, but covering the period August 1967 
September 1973. These, a nd the Bulletins offered above , form an
absolute gold mine of information. The run of 'Newsletters' ........• £6. 50

306 "Posta l Stationery of New Zealand", published by the Postal History
Society of N. Z. , in 1966 ... ...... .. ......•... ......... .•.•.•.•••.. £2 . 75



307

308

309

310

311

"Illustrated Handbook of N. Z. Registration Labels" (published 1965),
plus the 1970 Supplement. The two volumes .................•...

"New Zealand Registered Mail Markings". A comprehensive survey
(published 1971) of the entire field of the special handstamps used on
N. Z. registered mail. Profusely illustrated .

"Squared Circle Cancellations of N. Z." by A. J. Robinson .

"Cinderella Stamps of Australasia", including an interesting section
covering New Zealand and the Shackleton and Scott Expeditions ..•.•

CHALON HEADS

£2. 50

£2. 50

£1. 50

£2. 00

312

Of all the early N. Z. issues, the "Richardson White Paper" prints of
1858-61 were without doubt the finest examples of the printer's art, and
showed Humphrys' classic design to perfection. The set of 4 stamps
(Id, 2d, 6d, 1/-) here offered are selected for outstanding appearance.
All have four margins varying from adequate to large, fresh colour and
light clear postmarks - the 1/- (a notoriously difficult stamp) is a
truly dazzling-looking copy in the full blue-green shade. Tiny defects
on the 2d, 6d and 1/- do not intrude on the looks of a set that would
grace any collection. The set of 4 Chalon Heads (S. G. 8,10,13,17, )
Cat. C. P. £220, S. G. £325. See them on approval £125. 00

SHADES

No Catalogue (not even ours !) can list all the shades that exist in
anyone stamp - if for no other reason than the practical one of lack
of space. A selection of shades, however, can prove to be a fine intro
duction and addition to a collection and the following lots, therefore,
have been selected on the basis of shade difference without reference
to paper, perforation or watermark - that is unless otherwise stated.
All stamps are used.

(a) !d K. G. V Surface Printed. 14 stamps, all on Cowan paper, includes
perf, 14 x 15 (K13e, six shades plus a worn plate copy), perf. 14
(K13f, six shades) and a single copy of Cowan Reversed (K13g). A
superb page for your collection ...........•.•..........•.••......

(b) Id Field Marshal. Set of 12 stamps, includes perf, 14 (K15a, five
shades), pert, 14 x 15 (K15b, five shades) and two shades on Wiggins
Teape paper (K15d). Another fine page in the making .

£1. 50

£1. 25

(c) !d Fantail (L1), Five shades of green ................•.•......•.. 35p

(d) Id Kiwi (L2), Seven different red shades •......•.•.•.•......•... 60p

(e) 2d Whare (L4), Seven glorious orange shades .•..........•.••...•• 60p

(f) K. G. VI. A set of 54 stamps with many quite remarkable shade
variations. Included are ~d chestnut (4), Id red(7), Id green (7), 2d (8),
3d (7), 4d (5), 5d (4), 6d (5), 8d (3) and 9d (4). The unique set of 54
used stamps (we haven't seen such a set offered anywhere previously) . . . £ 3. 50



312 (g) Arms Types. Five shades each of the 4/ - red and 5/- green values.
The 10 Arms type stamps ..•......•.•....•...• .••....•...••.•..•

(h) Special Offer (while stocks last). Every customer ordering the seven
sets detailed above, may purchase at the attractive inclus ive price of .•

MISCELLANY, MINT AND USED

£1. 65

£8. 00

313 King Edward VII. A collection of used stamps including examples of all
the three main perforations, and all values - ~d (3), 2d (4), 3d (5),
4d red-orange (2), 4d yellow(2), 5d (6), 6d (5), 8d (5, including a copy of
per£. 14 line pictorial paper) and 1/- (3). The 35 used 'Edwards' •.••• £19. 50

314 (a) K. G. V Recess Printed. 13 mint stamps, includes one of each value
nd - 1/-, together with colour changes - with the exception of 7~d and
8d blue (If required, we would be pleased to give the purchaser priority
on the waiting list for these two missing stamps). A simplified set of 13••• £18. 50

(b) As above. "Two- per f" blocks of four, of the l ~d (K1c), 2d yellow (K2f)
and 4d yellow (K5c) - all unused, no gum. The Catalogue value is
£27. 50, so an absolute bargain at our price, the three blocks .••.•.... £5 . 00

(c) As above. Perf, 14 x 13t, on Cowan paper, is represented by 27 used
stamps (many additional sh ades) including 1~d , 2d violet, 2d yellow, 2~d (2),
3d (2), 4d yellow, 4d vi olet (3, two plate 20, one plate 44), 4~d, 5d (3), 6d (5),
7~d, 8d blue, 8d red-brown, 9d (3, including a yellow olive) and 1/-. Many
of these stamps a r e far more elusive than their Catalogue value would
suggest. The comprehensive lot, difficult to duplicate.. ............ £19. 50

315

(d)

(e)

As above. The companio n collection to the above , contains 22 used
stamps, perf' . 14 x 14:1-. All values , exc ept 7i d , are r epr esented and
included are 1~d , 2d (2 - both colours) , 2 ~d , 3d (2) , 4d yellow,
4d violet (3 - two plate 20, one plate 44), 4~d, 5d (3), 6d (2), 8d, 9d,
1/- (4). The 22 used stamps..... .... . .. .. .. . . ....... . . . ... . .... £20. 50

As above. 7 used stamps on the 1916 'Pictorial' paper provisional issue.
Included are 1~d (4, being wmk 'd and no wmk examples in both main
perfs), 2d, 3d and 6d £4. 00

K. G. V Surface Printed. Id Field Marshal, and 2/- and 3/- Admirals,
all on Cowan paper, and all top grade used with c. d. s , The scarce set
of 4 (C. P. K15a, K15b, K20b, K21b, S. G. 539, 539a, 542 and 543). . . . . . . . . £15. 95

316 (a) K. G. VI Heads . A simplified mint set of 21 stamps, represent ing all values,
colour changes and the four provisional issues. The complete set of 21 .. £4 . 50

(b) As above. A comprehensive collection of 40 used stamps, includes an
example of every C. P. Catalogue number, with the exception of Id
green coarse HM paper (M2e). A fine basis £4. 00

317 Id Map Stamp. Set of three stamps on De la Rue, Jones and Cowan
unsurfaced papers (S16a, b, c). Complete used £1. 15

318 1940 Centennial "Officials". A set of all 11 values, used •.........•.. £2. 85

319 (a) Arms Types. Nine values on the original 1931 Cowan paper - 1/3 lemon,
2/8, 6/ -, 8/-, 10 /-, 12/6 (very scarce stamp), 15/-, £1 and £5. All
but the 1/3, which is mint, are postally used, mostly with c. d. s.
cancellations. Cat. £59 plus £45. 00



319 (b) As above. 12 values on the Wiggins Teape registered ('single')
watermarked paper -1 /3,2 /6,4/-,5 /-,6/-,7 /-,7/6,8/-,10/-,
£1 , 30/- and £2 - all top grade used. Cat. £46. plus .••. •......

RECENT ISSUE

£35. 00

15 JAN 1976

24 JAN 1976

4/2 /76 1976 Commemorative Issue. 6c League of Mothers 50th Anniv; 7c Change
to Metric; 8c New Plymouth Centennial; 10c Y. W. C. A. 50th Anniv;
25c International Telecommunications Network Centennial. (Note: These
values reflect the recent increase in N. Z. postage rates).

Set of 5, mint ..... ...........•.......•............ . .........•...
Imprint/plate blocks. Complete set of 10 blocks of 6 st amps (two
different of each value) ...... .......•... .......... ..............
Imprint/plate blocks. Set of 5 blocks of 6 (one ea ch value) .
Official F. D. C. (Wanganui postmark) ....... ...... .. .. •.... . .. ....

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS ON COVER

Dunedin Teachers College /Centenary / Dunedin N. Z.

The Boys' Brigade in N. Z. 50th Anniversary /Dunedin

UNUSUAL USED

47p

£5. 95
£3. 00

55p

12p

12p

An assortment of highly unusual material - imprint, plate and other selvedge
marking blocks, all with full selvedges, and all guaranteed postally used
(circular cancels). Give your used collection a treat with one (or more ~ )
of the items offered below :

320 1960 Pictorial £1 (021 a). Imprint/plate block of 6 stamps which includes,
on R2 /1, the only variety of note on this value - an extensive retouch to
the sky below' £1'. The block superfine used £ 47. 50

321 1967 $2 Magenta (OD18a). Imprint /plate block of 10 stamps. Superfine
used .............. ..... ................... ......... •. ...... .... £ 45. 00

322 (a) 1967 $2 Multicolour (OD18b). Block matching the above. Cancellations
slightly heavier, but still very fine . £40. 00

(b) As above. Sheet va lue block ('VALUE $200. 00' ) of 10 st amps. Again
superfine, though one pa ir of stamps is uncancelled £37. 50

323 1970 ~c Butterfly. (P1 a). Sheet value block of 6. Fine 35p

324 20c Tattoo. (P15a). Imprint /plate block of 6 on watermarked paper.
Superfine ". . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1. 50

325 1973 5c Canterbury University Centennial (S165a). Imprint/plate block
of 10 used stamps. Fine . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . • . • . . . . • .• . . . . . • . . . . . . . 75p

326 (a) 1974 18c Commonwealth Games (S180a). Imprint/plate blocks of 6 stamps
from plates lAx4 and lBx4. The pair of used blocks, superfine £ 3. 25

(b) As above. Block from plate 1Ax4 only, very fine ....• . ............ £ 1. 50

327 1974 N. Z. Day (S182a - 186a). The complete miniature sheet of 5 stamps.
Very good used .••.•..•. •. • . •...•••. .. . • • ••..••• •.... •.. .. • •..• . 55p



328

329

1974 3c Air Transport (S190a). Two corner blocks of 6, one with
imprint/plate 1Bx4, the other with colour code ("traffic lights")
markings in selvedge. The two blocks, superfine ....•..........•.

1974 23c Air Transport (S193a). Imprint/plate block of 6 (from plate
lAx3). Immaculate .......................•....................

Note: We have available an extensive range of used larger blocks (mostly
non-marginal) of many issues of the last few years. If you are seeking
a particular item, let us know.

QUEEN ELIZABETH DEFINITIVES, MINT

75p

£2. 25

C. P. No. Original designs

N1a (1) ~d grey 5p
(2) ~d grey-black 9p

N2a (1) Id orange .•........... 5p
(2) Id yellow-orange 6p
Thinner paper lOp
(Z) Wmk inverted 7p
Booklet pane, wmk upr. 55p
Booklet pane wmk inverted. . 70p

N3a (1) 1~d deep lake-brown 9p
(2) 1~d brown-lake 9p
(3) 1~d rosy-lake. . . . . . . . 9p

N4a (1) 2d deep green 7p
(2) 2d green 7p
(3) 2d paler green. . • . . . . Up

N5a (1) 3d pale vermilion. . . . 6p
(2) 3d vermilion 6p
(3) 3d deep bright vermilion 6p
(4) 3d vermilion (Die Lb) ... 44p
Booklet pane, wmk upright. . 55p

N6a (1) 4d bright ultramarine. . Up
(2) 4d deep ultramarine. . . Up

N7a (1) 6d deep purple 20p
(2) 6d bright purple 20p

N8a (1) 8d rose-carmine.. . . .. 17p
(4) 8d pink-carmine .. " . . 22p

N9a (1) 9d pale brn z'yellow grn 20p
(2) 9d brny pale yell-grn .. 55p
(3) 9d brn/yellow grn . . . . . 17p

N10a (1) 1/- black/deep carmine 17p
(2) 1/- black/brt carmine 17p

N10b 1/- Die Lb £27.50
NUa (2) 1/6 black/ultramarine 35p
N12a (1) 1/9 black/orange .... 95p

(2) 1/9 black/deep orange 95p
N12b (1) 1/9 black/orange..... 95p

(2) 1/9 black/deep orange 95p
N13a (1) 2/6 choc-brown ..... £3. 85

(2) 2/6 deep brown ..•. £3. 85
N14a 3/- deep green. . .. £ 2. 20
N15a (1) 5/- deep carmine ... £ 1. 95

(2) 5/- bright carmine .. £ 1. 95
(3) 5/- pink carmine ... £2. 20

N16a (1) 10/- deep ultramarine £ 8.75
.(2) 10/- royal blue ..... £8. 75

C.P. No.

N31a (1)
(2)

N31b (2)
(3)
(Z)

N32a (2)
N33a (1)

(2)
N33b (1)

(2)
N34a

(Z)
N34b (1)

(2)
N35b (1)

(2)
N36a (1)

(2)
N37a (1)

(2)

N40a
(1)
(2)

N40a
(1)
(2)
(X)

N41a

N42a
(1)
(2)

N42b
(2)

N43a

Redrawn designs.

Id deep orange. . . . . •• . . 5p
Id orange 5p
Id orange .......•.•... 6p
Id red-orange •..... £1. 10
wmk inverted ....•... Up
1~d brown-Iake . • . . . . Up
2d deep green. . . . . . . . 6p
2d paler green ..•... 17p
2d green. . . . • . . . . . . . 14p
2d paler green 28p
3d vermilion 22p
wmk inverted. . • . . . • 33p
3d vermilion .•........ 9p
3d pale vermilion .....• 17p
4d ultramarine 33p
4d bright ultramarine. . 33p
6d mauve •.....•..... 17p
6d deep bright mauve. • 17p
8d light brown .... £1. 10
8d chest nut brown. . £ 1. 10

Provisional issues.

2d on l~d (3{ mm dot)
lake .....•...•...... 6p
brown-lake. • . . . . . • . . 6p
2d on Hd (4t mm dot)
lake ...•.•.......•. 6p
brown-lake. . . . . . . . . 6p
double surch., one
. albino, vert. pair £5. 50
2d on 1.d error.

Rosy lake ....... £24. 50
2~d on 3d (5mm setting)
vermilion .......•...• 7p
pale vermilion ..... ,. 22p
2~d on 3d (5~mm setting)
pale vermilion 22p
7d 'Arms' type. .... ..• 17p


